
A HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SPACE RACE DURING THE

COLD WAR

By the mids, the U.S.-Soviet Cold War had worked its way into the fabric of everyday life in both countries, fueled by the
arms race and the.

Sputnik I was the first of a series of Russian artificial satellites sent into orbit around earth during the late s.
The satellite appeared in newspapers under the names Flopnik, Stayputnik, Kaputnik, [51] and Dudnik. Or it
could fall over after it landed. The Americans launched their own space station, called Skylab, in  Shepherd's
craft did not orbit the Earth, however. This concept reflected the fact that the two superpowers could not
engage each other militarily without the inevitable escalation to a nuclear exchange which would have led to
the annihilation of both sides. All astronauts were required to keep up their flying skills in two-seat Northrop
T training jets, which they used as personal transport between different NASA centres. They sent the first man
into space. Michael Collins remained in the command module, the Columbia. This included such events as
who could put the first manned spacecraft into orbit and who would be the first to walk on the Moon. Hagerty
, President Dwight D. Then someone had an idea: why not launch both Geminis. Because â€”8 was
highlighted by scientists as a period of intense solar activity, it was considered a good time to consider having
another Polar Year but on a wider scale, hence the Geophysical Year, which was to look at a variety of aspects
of the earth and not just the polar regions. The Space Race began in when both countries announced that they
would soon be launching satellites into orbit. Gagarin ejected at high altitude while securely over Soviet
territory, then parachuted to the ground. It was called Sputnik I. Before anything else, space agencies had to be
established, astronauts and cosmonauts recruited, and lunar-landing plans hatched. Astro adventures
dominated TV and silver screens, while galactic toys flooded the market. Soviets, in turn, were pictured as the
ultimate villains, with their massive, relentless efforts to surpass America and prove the power of the
communist system. A little more than two months later, an American would walk outside his spacecraft. The
Russians had taken the lead in the Space Race. Sedov spoke to international reporters at the Soviet embassy
and announced his country's intention to launch a satellite as well, in the "near future". Indeed, the CIA
advised that 'the nation that first accomplishes this feat will gain incalculable prestige and recognition
throughout the world'. These pictures were made from a distance. He experimented with small rockets to see
how high and how far they could travel. Interesting Facts About the Space Race The Russians called their
space pilots cosmonauts meaning "sailors of the universe". A Russian teacher of that time, Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky, decided that a rocket engine could provide power for a space vehicle. In , a Romanian student in
Germany, Hermann Oberth, showed how a spaceship might be built and launched to other planets. New
weapons technology led to new possibilities for the delivery of nuclear weapons and missile technology
emerged that could put rockets in space. The Apollo nine spacecraft had two vehicles. William E. Korolev was
a good boss, but even he was frustrated by the culture in which he operated. Less than a month later, the
United States sent its first astronaut into space. America's space agency decided to move forward. Eight weeks
later, the US Navy tried to launch a slender rocket called Vanguard, with a small satellite on board. It involved
a continuing state of political conflict, military tension, proxy wars, and economic competition, primarily
between the Soviet Union and its satellite states often referred to as the Eastern Bloc and the powers of the
Western world , particularly the United States. Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. In April ,
the Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin became the first person to orbit Earth, traveling in the capsule-like
spacecraft Vostok 1. Meanwhile, the Americans â€” who to the outside world appeared to be dragging behind
â€” felt the pressure, but largely kept their heads down with their own Moon-landing game plan. The radio
communication between the launch control room and Gagarin included the following dialogue at the moment
of rocket launch: Korolev: "Preliminary stage Kennedy thus changed his mind regarding the desirability of the
space race, preferring instead to ease tensions with the Soviet Union by cooperating on projects such as a joint
lunar landing. Man on the Moon Apollo 17 by Harrison H. Greater finances In the fifties and early sixties, the
US was at the peak of its power and wealth. There were some malfunctions and Armstrong had to land the
module manually.


